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Abstract—It is important to eliminate noise at the early stages
of communication systems. The Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is
designed to simplify different tasks such as clock recovery,
data retiming, frequency translation and clock smoothing
applications. The output signal from a given PLL suffers from
an associated jitter especially at high bit rate resulting in bit
errors at the receiver side and may cause malfunctioning for
the all network if this error exceeds a certain threshold level.
Lots of research work has been done towards analyzing,
modeling and overcoming the problem of jitter associated with
clock recovery circuits. One of the most recent approaches is to
use a de-jitter circuit that uses a PLL clock recovery circuit by
using another PLL with quartz stabilized (Voltage Controlled
Crystal Oscillator) VCXO which gives superior stability and
jitter performance. In this paper, the problem of jitter in clock
recovery circuits will be studied and analyzed. The main
objective is to develop an improved de-jitter circuit that may
add some features to the already existing VCXO technique.
Index Terms—Jitter, oscillator noise, oscillator stability, phase
jitter, phase locked loops, phase noise, voltage controlled
oscillators

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N data communication systems if several bits are to be
transmitted at the same time several channels will be
needed (parallel transmission), this imposes two major
problems such as high cost and bit error due to channel
skew; This is because not all channels have exactly the
same characteristics. Using serial transmission can eliminate
those problems, though some disadvantages are introduced;
in serial data communication network synchronization at
different points along the network is needed to ensure
correct performance for information delivery from point to
point. The major circuit in any synchronization scheme is
the clock recovery circuit. Clock recovery circuit is a basic
building block in all data communication system. Usually a
Phase Locked Loop (PLL) Circuit is used to recover the
clock from a given data stream [1-3]. The data coming into
recovering circuit is jittered due to inter-symbol interference
and other undesirable effects that happen in the real world
such as power supply noise, component tolerance and any
added noise at the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO)
input. This means that the received data edges (i.e., zero-
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crossing, transitions, etc.) are not happening at a fixed time
period but are varying around the ideal. The PLL, being a
narrow-band system, will tend to average out these
variations and produce a clock, which is closer to the ideal.
However, the clock recovery PLL must be able to track any
jitter in the lower frequency ranges so that no data is lost.
The ability of the PLL to retime the incoming data correctly
in the face of jitter is called jitter tolerance. The jitter
tolerance analysis of recovery circuit shows that the amount
of incoming data jitters at low frequencies can be quite
large. In addition, a very narrow-band PLL may not be able
to lock on to the incoming frequency since the capture range
(the range of frequencies over which the PLL can make the
oscillator frequency equal the reference frequency) is a
direct function of the bandwidth.
Both of the above requirements limit how low the
bandwidth of the clock recovery circuit can be used for data
recovery applications the 3 dB bandwidth of an integrated
circuit PLL is set to less than (1/10) of the data rate [4].
Research is working in jitter problem in different areas such
as: Cause of Jitter, Measurements Jitter, Jitter-analysis,
modeling and simulation and Jitter minimization techniques
and de-jittering circuits.
This work address the above research points while getting
focusing more attention on jitter minimization techniques
and de-jittering circuit’s analysis and design.
In this paper, a de-jittering circuit is proposed using two
cascaded PLLs as shown in fig 2. The first one uses a
voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) with a center
frequency not necessarily equal to the input frequency. The
second is a narrow band PLL with wide sweep range.
A. Jitter and its causes:
As shown in Fig-1, jitter is the short-term variations of
the significant instants of a digital signal from their ideal
positions in time. The expected edges in a digital data
stream never occur exactly where desired. Defining and
measuring the timing accuracy of those edges (jitter) is
critical to the performance of synchronous communication
systems.

Fig. 1. Jitter in clock signals
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Jitter is caused by several factors such as:
Power supply noise passing through a Phase Locked Loop
(PLL) produces an output signal with a jitter.
The noise on the PLL’s reference frequency signal PLL in a
frequency synthesizer has a dead-band associated with it,
during which the phase and frequency detector does not
detect small changes in the input phase. Since these changes
are not detected, they do not get corrected and appear on the
outputs in the form of jitter. Random and thermal noise from
the crystal reference resonating device. Mechanical noise
vibrations of the crystal reference.
Optical and electrical connectors for cables create switching
noise. Cross-talk: as it produces phase variations in the
transmitted digital signal. It arises from magnetic field
generated by nearby signals.
Hence, the clock recovery PLL must be able to regenerate
the time signal of the incoming data correctly and track any
jitter at different frequency ranges so that no data is lost, this
is called Jitter Tolerance (JT). The JT analysis of recovery
circuit shows that the amount of incoming data jitters at low
frequencies can be quite large. In addition, a very narrow
band PLL may not be able to lock on to the incoming
frequency since the capture range (the range of frequencies
over which the PLL can make the oscillation frequency
equal to the reference frequency) is a direct function of the
bandwidth. These are the two key factors that determine the
minimum bandwidth of the clock recovery circuit.

correctly measure long-term jitter.

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The block diagram of a dual PLL frequency Synthesizer
is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit consists of two PLL
connected in cascade i.e., the output generated by the first
one is supplied as an input to the second PLL. The first one
is a PLL which uses a Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
(VCXO) with a centre frequency of fx not necessarily equal
to fin and the second one is a narrow band PLL with a wide
sweep range [6, 7]. Bandwidths of the two PLL are carefully
selected to minimize the overall output jitter.
The VCXO produces a low jitter output signal. A
frequency divider producing a divide-by-N, allow the
VCXO to operate at N multiples of the reference clock
provided by an oscillator running at T1 carrier (1.544 MHz).
The divider output signal is compared to that of the
oscillator by a Phase Detector (PD). A digital-to-analogue
converter (DAC) is used to convert the digital output of the
PD into an analogue signal which is fed to the VCXO after
being filtered by a Low Pass Filter (LPF).
The analogue VCO output is passed through an
Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) before being passed
to the PD through the divider. When the first loop in lock
condition [6], the equation (1) shown the lock condition

II. JITTER MEASUREMENTS
There are three famous kinds of jitter, namely cycle-cycle
jitter, period jitter and long-term jitter. There are different
methods for measuring them.
Measuring cycle-cycle jitter is extremely difficult. A
timing interval analyzer (TIA) is required to perform this
measurement. In this case, the output of the jittery clock is
connected to a TIA, and the measurement to be specified is
the difference of time periods of consecutive clock cycles.
The maximum of this difference over multiple cycles is the
cycle-cycle jitter. The cycle-cycle jitter can be measure by
TIA, or by a high precision oscilloscope can be used to
probe and sample the clock output, and a time interval
measurement can be used to calculate jitter from the
sampled data points. The time interval measurement can be
used to calculate cycle-cycle jitter and peak-peak period
jitter over a number of cycles. The maximum number of
cycles over which this measurement can be taken is limited
by the memory size of the oscilloscope. Measuring period
jitter requires any wide band storage oscilloscope with some
adjustments. Long-term jitter is probably the easiest to
measure. It uses a measuring technique called differential
phase measurement. The jittery clock is connected to an
oscilloscope with a delayed time-base feature. The scope is
set to trigger on the rising edge of clock. Then, using the
delayed time-base feature, the same clock waveform is
displayed on the screen.
To make sure that the scope calibration and
characteristics can perform the jitter measurement, measure
the output of a stable clock source, like a crystal oscillator.
If the waveform has no blurs or bands, the scope can
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Fig. 2. Dual PLL based frequency Synthesizer
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Similarly, for the second loop in lock condition
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Using (1) and (2), we get
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(3)

From equation 3 we can generate low jitter signal
independent of the input frequency but dependant of the
frequency dividers
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A. Phase Detector (PD)
The heart of a PLL based frequency synthesizer is PD.
The PD is a circuit that produces an output signal that is
proportional to the phase difference between two input
signals. The library model chosen for a PD is a simple
Exclusive OR (EXOR) gate.
B. Loop filter
Loop filter is low pass filter (LPF) allows only the low
frequency part of the phase difference to pass to the VCO.
The high frequency part is filtered out. As a result, the PLL
only tracks the low frequency variation and does not allow
the high frequency variation.
LPF transfer function given in equation 4.

w2p
H (s)  K 
w
s 2  p s  w2p
Q

(4)

where,

w p  2f p

(5)

The LPF is used for both PLLs but with different
specifications. The first PLL uses

fp

= 5 KHz,

K = 1.0 and

Q = 1.0, whereas the second PLL has the following design
f

Q

criteria: p = 10 KHz, K = 1.0 and = 1.0, Fig .2 shows
the loop filter response simulated in Matlab.

Fig. 3. Loop filter response

Binary data generated by various systems must often be
transmitted over long distances. For long distance serial data
stream is usually used. Information is extracted from serial
data streams by sampling the data signal at specific instants.
Ideally these sampling instants would always occur at the
center of a data bit time, equidistant between two adjacent
edge transition points. The presence of jitter changes the
edge positions with respect to the sampling point. An error
will then occur when a data edge falls on the wrong side of
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a sampling instant. If the jitter could be controlled in a way
to set it equal to a minimum value, then a minimum bit error
rate could be achieved. Hence, extracting information from
serial data streams would be done successfully and the clock
recovery would be close to ideal. Thain and Connelly [5]
developed and simulated a phase-locked loop model
including phase noise in the reference oscillator and
voltage-controlled oscillator. Simulations are performed
using the transient analysis capabilities of the Pspice circuit
simulator. Results are analyzed in the frequency domain
using the discrete fourier transform (DFT). The modeling
and Analysis techniques employed result in dynamic ranges
in excess of 100dB in DFTs of the simulation output. They
also discuss an example of a linear PLL. In cypress
Semiconductor Corporation [6] published an application
note that concentrates on jitter in PLL-based frequency
synthesizers and explains four primary causes of jitter two
of which are major, namely power supply noise and ground
bounce. In that note Jitter is classified to cycle-cycle jitter,
period jitter, and long-term jitter, and hence three different
methods of measuring them are presented. A timing interval
analyzer (TIA) is used in the first case, a storage
oscilloscope in the second case and an oscilloscope with a
delayed time-base feature in the last case. Hajimiri and Lee
[7], introduced a model, which is capable of making
accurate, quantitative predictions about the phase noise of
different types of electrical oscillators by acknowledging the
true periodically time-varying nature of all oscillators. The
model explains the details of how 1/f noise in a device up
converts into close-in phase noise and identifies methods to
suppress this up conversion. Herzel and Razavi [8],
investigated the timing jitter of single-ended and differential
CMOS ring oscillators subject to supply and substrate noise,
and use the concept of frequency modulation to derive
relationships that express different types of jitter in terms of
the sensitivity of the oscillation frequency to the supply or
substrate voltage. Lee, Cheung and Choi [9] proposed and
designed a low power consumption charge pump that can
improve jitter characteristics of a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
by blocking the control voltage leakages. The design of the
pump is with 0.6 µm CMOS process parameters for +3.3V
power supply. Troisi design limited [10] published
application note that discusses the impact of clock jitter on
signal integrity in audio chain and shows that analog to
digital converters are typically less prone to jitter effects if
the internal clock modes are used, and that the higher the
frequencies and signal amplitudes are, the more they are
susceptible to Jitter. It also shows that the effect the jitter
has on the analog to digital and digital to analog conversion
is dependent on the nature of the jitter and its amplitude.
Heydari and Pedram[11], presented a mathematical model
for calculating the power supply noise induced timing jitter
in PLLs. The model relies on the stochastic representation
of the supply noise and its effect on the jitter of the voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO) and analytically predicts the
timing jitter of PLL in response to the VCO phase noise.
The design of the PLL circuit is with 0.35 µm CMOS
process. Heydari and Pedram [12], presented a general
comprehensive stochastic model of the power/ground (P/G)
noise in VLSI circuits, that calculates the phase noise of the
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voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) in terms of the
statistical properties of supply noise and predicts the PLL
timing jitter in response to the VCO phase noise. They
design a low power, 2.5V, 0,25µ CMOS PLL clock
generator with a lock range of 100MHz-400MHz, and use
their mathematical model to study the jitter–induced P/G
noise in this PLL. Yamaguchi, Soma, Ishida, Watanabe and
Ohmi [13] classified jitter as either timing jitter or period
jitter and discussed the two most popular (traditional)
methods for measuring PLL jitter, namely: spectrum
analyzer (phase detector method) for measuring phase noise
and zero-crossing detector for measuring RMS and peak-topeak period jitter[14-15]. Then they describe a new method
for extracting both instantaneous and rms sinusoidal jitter
from phase-locked loops (PLL) output signals. Their
method is based on analytic signal theory and utilizes the
Hilbert transform with a zero-crossing re-sampler to extract
phase information from a PLL signal. With a low overall
system noise and a sufficient over sampling ratio (by twice
the nyquist rate), the method measures extremely small jitter
in PLL signals optimally [16-17].

oscilloscope is as shown in Fig.5, where the upper part
shows the carrier frequency. The middle portion of the
figure shows the Jitter track. The lower portion is the jitter
histogram. The jitter statistics were taken mainly (cycle to
cycle jitter, RMS jitter and accumulated jitter). The TIE has
also been measured. It is clear from the figure that the value
of the jitter was reduced dramatically from 5.6 nano seconds
in input to 37.5 pico seconds in output. The test is repeated
at different carrier frequencies and the output RMS is
plotted versus the carrier frequency in Fig.7[19-20].

Fig. 5. Jitter measurements of T1carrier frequency
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Zhang, Wang and Forbes [17], simulated the timing jitter
in the first part of this paper due to CMOS device noise in a
nine-stage CMOS differential ring oscillator and showed
that the variation of absolute jitter due to flicker noise has tdependence while for white noise it has 0.5–dependence.
In the second part of the paper, the authors investigate the
timing jitter in silicon BJT and SiGe HBT ECL ring
oscillators to show that they have lower jitter compared to
their CMOS counterparts.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dual loop system described above was built and
tested using LeCroy oscilloscope "Wave Runner" model
6100 "1GHz sampling oscilloscope". The JTA2 software
package for LeCroy oscilloscopes provides advanced jitter
and timing analysis capabilities. It uses LeCroy’s long
memory and zoom architecture to capture and precisely
measure thousands of cycles of timing information and then
present the results with three different views. By applying a
high jittered signal to the system and measuring the output
jitter at frequency 1.544 MHz (T1 Carrier) we can deduce
the jitter behavior of the system .The output from the
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Fig.6. Output Jitter at different carrier frequencies

V. CONCLUSION
Extensive research work has been done so far towards
analyzing, modeling and overcoming the problem of jitter
associated with clock recovery circuits. This helped to
develop an improved de-jitter circuit that may add some
features to the already existing VCXO technique which has
been done by using two cascaded PLLs; the first one is low
jitter using voltage controlled crystal oscillator and the
second is a normal PLL .The first one uses a voltage
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) with a center
frequency not necessarily equal to the input frequency and
the second is a PLL with wide sweep range.
The experimental result uses for a wide range of
frequency and study the effect of each part in the jitter
reduction as shown in Fig. 6 the relation between the output
jitter and the frequency is plotted for a wide range of
frequency
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